This color changing LED Flood Wall Washer is specifically designed to flood rich bright colors on any indoor or outdoor application. The compact and clean design suits a variety of modern environments. The wall washer is easy to mount and the head has 140 degrees of rotation to ensure that the exact lighting direction is achieved. The rugged design is ETL rated for indoor and outdoor use and has a waterproof rating of IP65.

The LED Flood Wall Washer has multiple color options, from running single colors or multiple colors at once. The single colors are white, red, green, blue, yellow, cyan and magenta. The fading program rotates between the seven colors and the speed of the rotation can be chosen. The flashing program can flash single colors, or flash between multiple colors.

The LED Flood Wall Washer comes embedded with DMX512 protocol and has the option of using a DMX Controller to control the timing of the lights, on/off, colors and brightness. The Eclipse Wall Washer comes with two input/output connectors for easy connection to multiple RGB LED Wall Washers. By “daisy chaining” multiple RGB Wall Washers together, they can all run the same program simultaneously.

The color changing LED Flood Wall Washer has a rugged die-cast aluminum body with high grade powder coated ivory white paint for a modern and professional finish. The tempered front glass can withstand heavy impacts without chipping or breaking. The wall washer is ETL certified and thoroughly safety tested for indoor and outdoor use. The wall washer also has a weather protection rating of IP65 and is ready for the most demanding outdoor environments.

**Main Product Features:**
- High Brightness
- Easy to mount design
- 1-40 degrees of rotation
- 36 High Power RGB LED's
- Built in Single and Multiple Color Programs
- Built in Flash and Fading Programs
- DMX Programmable
- 3 Digit LED for Color Selection
- ETL Rated and RoHs Compliant
- Waterproof IP65

**Specifications:**
- 3 Year Warranty
- 100-240V AC
- 55W Maximum
- 45 degree lens